
Creativity Corner Supply List 

 

Dance 

This corner will give you the ability to learn how God speaks to you by creating purposeful 

movements as you explore how music incorporates scripture. 

 

Materials:  

Wear loose fitting modest and comfortable clothing 

Bring a Bible 

Bring a note pad 

Bring a pen 

 

Floral Arrangements 

This corner will give you the opportunity to learn how to create your own floral arrangement to 

brighten up your day and your home as you welcome others with the gifts that He has deposited 

within you.  

 

Materials: 

1 large spring bush with large and small flowers (colors and flowers of your choice) 

1 small greenery bush 

1 medium size container 

1 small bag of Spanish moss 

1 block of floral foam or Styrofoam for silk flowers 

Optional items: ribbon color of your choice/size based on the your choice and container 

 

Locations: Michaels, AC Moore, Dollar Store, Ocean Job Lot 

 

Jewelry: Creation Bracelet  

This corner will give you a chance to make something beautiful which will remind you of how 

amazing our God really is and His ability to create.  Your beads will unfold the creation story. 

Choose one bead that signifies you or who you are striving to become with the following items 

and let’s create a fabulous bracelet that will surely become a conversational piece for all to 

marvel.  

 

Materials: 

1 or 2 beads that signifies you 

1 clear yellow bead round 8mm or 10mm 

2 black round 4 or 6mm 

7 light blue round 4or 6 mmm 

1 blue (any shade) round 8 mm or 10mm 

2 earth tone 4or 6mm 

2 brown and blue round beads 



1 brown round 8mm or 10 mm 

2 clear crystal 6mm  

1 clear crystal round 8mm or 10mm 

6 Rondel les  

2 rondelles 

2 or 3 beads that represent living creatures (1 - 8 or 10mm round, charms, different shaped) 

wire 19 strand  

Crimp beads (size 2) 

 

A small selection of beads will be provided to compliment your purchases. Clasps, 

rondelles (spacer), crimp beads, Jump rings will be provided. Note that many of these items are 

sold in strand and they may not all be used.  
 

Locations: Michaels, AC Moore, Dollar Store, Ocean Job Lot 

 

Knitting: Ruffled Scarf 

This corner will help you workout the knots that are sometimes tangled up inside.  As you learn 

how to knit the scarf, you will create a colorful scarf that will not only keep your neck warm but 

also your soul. 

 

Materials: 

Any ruffle yarn (looks like crochet -some brand names are Premier Starbella/ Red Heart  

Boutique Sashay etc.) 

1 pair Size 9 or 10 wooden needles (Wooden needle, not as slippery as the metal ones, length  

should not be longer than 12 inches) 

Stoppers  (to prevent yarn from falling off needles, can use rubber bands if frugal) 

 

Locations: Michaels, AC Moore, Dollar Store, Ocean Job Lot (dark wooden needles $2.00) a pair, 

JoAnn Fabrics, Wal-Mart 
                         
Painting: Conference bag 

This corner will allow you to release your creative energy as you use each stroke to paint your 

conference bag through His inspiration. Not only will you be able to express all that God has 

released in you, you will be able to show this expression to your friends and family. 

 

Materials: 

Fabric paint 

Locations: Michaels, AC Moore, JoAnn Fabrics, Ocean Job Lot 

 

 

 

 



Poetry/Spoken Word 

This corner will help you discover the words that are deep inside you.  As you learn how to 

release these words, this will allow you to free yourself of some of the burdens that you may be 

carrying and step into the destiny that God has for you. 

 

Materials: 

New and blank journal, lined pages at least 100-150 pages (durable, small enough to carry around) 

Pen 

 

Locations: TJ Maxx, Marshalls, AC Moore, Ocean Job Lot  


